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SUMMARY

Skin sun exposure induces two protection programs:
stress responses and pigmentation, the former
within minutes and the latter only hours afterward.
Although serving the same physiological purpose, it
is not known whether and how these programs are
coordinated. Here, we report that UVB exposure
every other day induces significantly more skin
pigmentation than the higher frequency of daily
exposure, without an associated increase in stress
responses. Usingmathematical modeling and empir-
ical studies, we show that the melanocyte master
regulator, MITF, serves to synchronize stress re-
sponses and pigmentation and, furthermore, func-
tions as a UV-protection timer via damped oscillatory
dynamics, thereby conferring a trade-off between
the two programs. MITF oscillations are controlled
by multiple negative regulatory loops, one at the
transcriptional level involving HIF1a and another
post-transcriptional loop involving microRNA-148a.
These findings support trait linkage between the
two skin protection programs, which, we speculate,
arose during furless skin evolution to minimize skin
damage.

INTRODUCTION

Two protection programs are activated upon sun exposure with

different timescales. In the short term, withinminutes, there is the

UV radiation stress response that involves proliferation, inflam-

mation, DNA repair, and immune system recruitment (Clydes-
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dale et al., 2001). In the longer term, within hours and up to

days of exposure, there is production of pigment in epidermal

melanocytes (Coelho et al., 2009), which physically protects

DNA against UV-induced mutations and serves to prepare the

skin for the next UV exposure (D’Orazio et al., 2006). Pigment

production initiates hours after radiation (Coelho et al., 2009);

however, the mechanism regulating this delay is unknown.

Further, although these two programs serve the same physiolog-

ical purpose, but on different timescales, it is not clear how their

action is synchronized.

It has already been shown that there is crosstalk between ker-

atinocytes and melanocytes within the epidermis upon UV radi-

ation (Oren and Bartek, 2007). Keratinocytes produce and

secrete melanocyte-stimulating hormone (aMSH), which binds

to the G-protein-coupled receptor melanocortin 1 receptor

(MC1R) expressed at the melanocyte surface. Activation of

MC1R leads to activation of adenylate cyclase, which, in turn, in-

creases cAMP levels and activates PKA in melanocytes. Once

activated, PKA phosphorylates the transcription factor CREB,

triggering recruitment of CBP/p300 and transcription of CREB’s

target genes, including the melanocyte master regulator, micro-

phthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF) (Oren and

Bartek, 2007). In summary, a cascade of events lead to MITF

activation, amaster regulator that controls production of melanin

pigment and its transfer to surrounding keratinocytes to provide

physical protection against UV-induced DNA damage (D’Orazio

et al., 2006). Notably, MITF has also been shown to upregulate

the expression of genes involved in survival and proliferation

(Oren and Bartek, 2007), raising the possibility that it is involved

in the activation of both UV protection programs.

Adaptive morphological changes are considered to evolve by

alterations in specific developmental programs during organism

development (Carroll, 2008). A common selective pressure can

result in different programs independently altering, or, in some

cases, it can result in trait linkage, whereby a shared regulation
ovember 1, 2018 ª 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 1
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evolves, presumably because coordinated action confers an

adaptive advantage. For example, independently regulated pro-

grams were shown to control beak width and length in Darwin’s

finches, the joint outcome of which is presumed to confer niche

specialization (Mallarino et al., 2012); whereas in teleost fish,

tooth and cusp numbers exhibit linkage, controlled by a single

genetic locus, BMP4 (Plikus et al., 2005). Trait linkage typically

involves a trade-off in that at least one of the linked programs

functions sub-optimally, though this cost is usually hidden, as

its revelation requires a particular configuration (genotype and/or

environment) not necessarily observed in the population.

Here, using both human and mouse skin models, we demon-

strate that daily UV exposure yields reduced pigmentation

compared to exposure every other day, even when the total

amount of UV is normalized. In light of this surprising observa-

tion, we discovered that there is a tightly controlled temporal

relationship between the stress response and pigmentation

skin protection programs that is governed by MITF expression

dynamics. Further, using mathematical modeling and comple-

mentary validation experiments, we delineated that MITF dy-

namics in response to UVB exposure are the result of a

double-negative regulatory loop at the transcription and transla-

tion levels. Daily exposure disrupts the dynamics of MITF, dis-

turbing the sequential ordering of its downstream regulatory

pathway, resulting in a protection system that is sensitive to

the frequency rather than the total amount of UV exposure.

Taken together, for the first time, these data reveal a linkage be-

tween the stress response and pigmentation skin protection pro-

grams, withMITF serving as a synchronizing UV-protection timer

that dictates their trade-off.

RESULTS

The Frequency of UVB Exposure Dictates a Trade-off
between Skin Protection Programs
To investigate the regulation of skin responses to UV radiation,

we exposed mice to UVB radiation (50 mJ/cm2) at periodicities

of 24, 48, or 72 hr for 60 days using the FDA-recommended

photo-therapy protocol (Nolan et al., 2010) (Figure 1A). We ex-

pected to observe a positive correlation between exposure fre-

quency and accumulation of pigment. Remarkably, we observed

that UVB exposure every 48 hr induced significantly more skin

pigmentation than any of the other periodicities (Figures 1B

and 1C, left panel), even when we controlled for total UV dosage

(Figure S1A). Since skin pigmentation provides protection

against UV-induced DNA damage (D’Orazio et al., 2006), we

examined whether mice exposed to UV at a 48-hr periodicity ex-

hibited higher skin protection. To this end, we quantified thymine

dimers (T^T), which are a common UVB-induced DNA lesion

(Regan et al., 1968). Indeed, mice exposed to UVB at a 48-hr

periodicity exhibited less DNA damage than mice from the other

treatment groups, even when values were normalized to the

accumulated DNA damage (Figures 1D, 1E, S1B, and S1C).

Although pigmentation was increased in mice exposed to UVB

at a 48-hr periodicity, as compared to a 24-hr periodicity, we

noted that epidermis thickness exhibited the opposite pattern

(Figures 1C [right panel], 1F, and S1D). No apoptotic epidermal

keratinocytes (sunburned cells; Bayerl et al., 1995; D’Orazio
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et al., 2006) were found, demonstrating that radiation was below

the erythema level (Figures S1E and S1F).

To corroborate these unexpected observations, we used the

MNT-1 melanoma cell line, a well-established model for study-

ing pigmentation and normal melanogenesis mechanisms

(Kushimoto et al., 2001), which has a transcriptome highly com-

parable to that of normal melanocytes (Hoek et al., 2004). Upon

UV radiation, DNA damage in keratinocytes induces P53 activa-

tion, which upregulates aMSH expression (Oren and Bartek,

2007). aMSH is secreted and interacts with melanocytes, lead-

ing to cyclic AMP (cAMP) elevation, which results in transcrip-

tional activation of MITF (Oren and Bartek, 2007). When using

an in vivo system, either human or mouse skin, UVB radiation

induces keratinocytes to produce aMSH and to release it

toward melanocytes. aMSH will activate cAMP cascade in

melanocyte, leading to pigment production (Oren and Bartek,

2007). When we want to directly activate melanocyte in culture,

the keratinocyte presence is missed; therefore, melanocyte will

be stimulated directly with cAMP, which will mimic the UVB

effect, as we have done before (Levy et al., 2010b). Consistent

with our previous results, stimulation with cAMP every 48 hr

induced more pigmentation and less proliferation, compared

to stimulation every 24 hr (Figures 1G, 1H, and S1G). These

data further support that the skin is sensitive to the periodicity

of UVB exposure rather than to the total amount of radiation.

Taken together, these observations uncover that, at the 48-hr

periodicity, the stress response does not correlate with the

pigmentation response to UVB exposure, which led us to

hypothesize that there may be linkage between these two UV

protection programs, with the particular condition of 48-hr peri-

odicity revealing the trade-off.

Skin Protection Programs Have a Sequential Dynamic of
Expression
In line with previous results, human skin exposed to 250 mJ/cm2

UVB every 48 hr exhibited significantly greater pigmentation

(Figures 2A and S2A) and lower epidermal thickness (Figure 2B),

compared to samples treated every 24 hr. Additionally, sig-

nificantly more melanocytes were observed when skin was

exposed to UVB in 24-hr intervals than in 48-hr intervals (Fig-

ure 2C). Next, we evaluated the expression of representative

genes for skin proliferation and pigmentation; namely, CDK2

and TYR, respectively (Levy and Fisher, 2011), at the protein

level. Focusing on the basal epidermis where melanocytes

are located, we observed induced expression of TYR, 32 hr af-

ter a first and single dose of radiation, which was suppressed

by additional UVB exposure separated from the first one by

24 hr (Figure 2D, left panel). In contrast, CDK2 expression

demonstrated induced expression after the first UVB exposure,

which further increased after the second exposure (Figure 2D,

right panel, and Figure S2B). These results show that expres-

sion dynamics of representative stress and pigmentation pro-

teins mirror the phenotypes of proliferation and pigmentation.

We used the MNT-1 melanoma cell line to corroborate the

different gene-expression dynamics of the two skin protection

programs. Initially, we examined mRNA expression of BCL2

and CDK2 as representative genes regulating survival and that

of TYR and TYRP1 as representative pigmentation genes (Levy



Figure 1. The Frequency of UVB Exposure Dictates a Trade-off between Skin Protection Programs

(A) Schematic presentation of the experimental procedure. Mouse skin was UVB irradiated every 24, 48, or 72 hr or untreated (Control).

(B) Melanin level of C57BL/6 mice skin upon 60 days of UVB radiation (50 mJ/cm2) at indicated periodicity normalized to untreated controls; Error bars indicate

SEM. *p < 0.05 (n = 4).

(C) Fontana-Masson (melanin) and H&E staining of ear sections from the representative mice after 60 days of treatment. Scale bars, 50 mm.

(D) DNA damage analysis (see STARMethods) by Thymine dimer (T^T) staining (red) of ear sections. DAPI staining (cell nuclei) appears in blue. Left: DNA-damage

level immediately upon a single UVB dose (50 mJ/cm2) (+UV). Right: the accumulated DNA damage of ears that did not received the final UV dose (�UV). Scale

bars, 20 mm.

(E) DNA damage (T^T) quantification. Error bars indicate SEM. ***p < 0.001 (n = 4 mice; n = 10 images from each section).

(F) Epidermal thickness quantification of the mice skin treated as in (A). Error bars represent SEM. ***p < 0.001 (n = 6).

(G) Schematic of the 24-hr- or 48-hr-interval cAMP treatments in cell culture.

(H) Fontana-Masson, Ki67, and DAPI (cell nuclei) staining (n = 6) of melanoma cells upon single or double cAMP stimulation. Vehicle-treated cells were used as a

control. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05. Scale bars, 20 mm for pigmentation and 50 mm for proliferation.

See also Figure S1.
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and Fisher, 2011) approximately every 5 hr during the 48-hr

period of cAMP treatment. Both survival and pigmentation genes

peaked approximately 10 hr following a single stimulation with

cAMP (Figure 2E). However, in the case of the pigmentation

genes, we observed a second higher peak that was not observed

for the survival genes (Figure 2E). Notably, a second stimulation

resulted in elevated expression of CDK2 and decreased TYR

expression, as compared to the levels of these proteins in the

absence of a second stimulation (Figures 2F and 2G).

To examine gene-expression dynamics systematically, we
analyzed the whole transcriptome 48 hr following cAMP stimula-

tion at 10 time points. Two clear waves of early (n = 833) and late

(n = 1,015) genes (false discovery rate [FDR] % 0.05) were

induced upon stimulation (Figures 2H, S2C, and S2D; Tables

S1 and S2), indicating a differential temporal regulation of

distinct gene-expression programs.

This analysis further supports the hypothesis that both survival

and pigmentation programs are initiated following UV exposure

yet exhibit distinct expression dynamics with different time

windows, suggesting the existence of a master regulator or
Molecular Cell 72, 1–13, November 1, 2018 3
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regulators that synchronize the two programs and dictates skin

response to UVB exposure periodicity.

UVB Exposure Periodicity Directly Affects MITF
Dynamics Behavior
To identify the master regulator, we searched for a common

upstream regulator of the early and late genes by Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis and identified a significant enrichment for

MITF, the key regulator of the melanocyte lineage (Levy and

Fisher, 2011; p = 0.0012). Indeed, an assessment of the

genomic occupancy of MITF on the promoters of the early

and late genes based on chromatin immunoprecipitation

sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis (Webster et al., 2014) revealed

a significant enrichment of MITF binding at these sites (ps =

0.0001 and 0.00021, respectively, Figure 3A), an enrichment

that was not observed for NANOG, an unrelated control regu-

lator (ps = 0.32 and 0.56, respectively; Table S3). To provide

further support that MITF is acting as a master regulator of

the UV skin protection programs, we monitored MITF dynamics

during the first 48 hr following stimulation of MNT-1 cells with a

single dose of cAMP. Interestingly, MITF exhibited a damped

oscillatory expression pattern during the first 48 hr following

the single stimulation, at both the mRNA and protein levels (Fig-

ures 3B and 3C), yet did not exhibit a dependency on the circa-

dian clock in the absence of stimulation (Figure S3A). To

exclude the possibility that the observed dampened behavior

of MITF is due to non-synchronization between cells, we

analyzed MITF levels in single cells every 30 min after initiation

of cAMP stimulation over 48 hr. Indeed, MITF oscillatory dy-

namics were dampened at the single-cell level (Figures 3D

and S3B). We then measured the expression of MITF in human

skin upon UVB exposure every 48 hr or 24 hr. Similarly we

observed a damped oscillatory pattern of expression (Figures

3E, upper panel, and S3C). Next, we examined MITF expres-

sion in MNT-1 cells after two stimulations, by means every

24 hr, by re-analyzing the samples from Figures 2F and 2G.

Following the sequential 24-hr stimulations, MITF exhibited

more numerous and pronounced peaks, as compared to after

the first stimulation, both at the mRNA and protein levels (Fig-

ures 3F and 3G; actin was used as a loading control, as pre-

sented in Figure 2G). Similar disruption to MITF dynamics
Figure 2. Skin Protection Programs Have a Sequential Dynamic of Exp

For a Figure360 author presentation of Figure 2, see https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mo

(A) Bright image of human skin after 10 days of exposure to UVB (250 mJ/cm2) at

levels normalized to day 0. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05 (n = 5 donors).

(B) H&E staining of human skin as described in (A). Graph represents the epid

representative donor per 55 segments).

(C) Immunofluorescence staining of melanocytes (HMB45) and proliferation marke

the indicated intervals. Graph represents melanocyte number per field quantificat

Scale bars, 25 mm.

(D) Immunofluorescence analysis of TYR (red) and CDK2 (green) upon single or

irradiated. Samples were irradiated once at time 0 or once at time 0 and again at

(E) Proliferation (BCL2 and CDK2) and pigmentation (TYR and TYRP1) gene expre

5 hr. Data were normalized to actin. Error bars represent SEM of the technical re

(F) Experimental design: MNT-1 cells were treated with cAMP at time 0 (single) o

(G) Protein levels of TYR and CDK2 were determined at indicated times. Quantifi

(H) Scaled expression (Z scores) of the early-induced (top) and late-induced (bo

cAMP stimulation.

See also Figure S2 and Tables S1 and S2.
was observed in human skin UVB irradiated every 24 hr (Fig-

ure 3E, lower panels).

Lastly, to confirm the role of MITF in the waves of gene expres-

sion in response to UV, we examined whether an upstream regu-

lator of MITF—namely, CREB—exhibits waves of activity. Upon

UVB radiation, aMSH interacts with the G-protein-coupled re-

ceptor MC1R on melanocytes, leading to activation of the

cAMP/CREB signaling pathway, and CREB phosphorylation

transcriptionally indicates the expression of MITF (Khaled

et al., 2010). Therefore, we measured the phospho-CREB level

upon cAMP treatment as an indicator of MITF transcriptional

activation (Khaled et al., 2010), immediately after cAMP activa-

tion and at 24 hr post-activation. CREB phosphorylation levels

were maintained longer after the second stimulation, as

compared to after the first stimulation (Figures 3H, S3D, and

S3E), suggesting that cells ‘‘remember’’ that there was an activa-

tion 24 hr prior. The different patterns of CREB phosphorylation

upon a single stimulation versus sequential stimulations reflect

different MITF oscillatory behaviors. Taken together, these data

support a model whereby MITF serves as a timer of the UV-pro-

tection programs, controlling the skin response to UV radiation

as a function of the periodicity or schedule of the exposure.

Two Layers of Negative Regulatory Loops Determine
MITF Damped Oscillatory Behavior
To further understand MITF regulation, we analyzed all

known predicted and validated MITF regulators using Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis (Table S4) and generated a mathematical

model that simulates MITF dynamics under their regulation (Fig-

ure 4A, solid lines). For this, we used two proteins: HIF1a and

phosphodiesterase 4D (PDE4D); both are induced by MITF at

the transcription level (Busca et al., 2005) while negatively regu-

lating its activity either by a direct repression (for HIF1a; Feige

et al., 2011) or by cAMP degradation (for PDE4D; Khaled et al.,

2010). We simulated the dynamics of this regulatory circuitry us-

ing over 2 million uniformly sampled rate constants (STAR

Methods) and observed a damped oscillatory pattern under a

broad range of parameter sets (Figure S4A), indicating the

robustness of MITF oscillation under our model (Figure 4B,

blue line). However, for many parameter sets, oscillation damp-

ening was minor as compared to the experimental result
ression

lcel.2018.09.022.

indicated intervals. Graph represents quantification of the changes in melanin

ermal thickness quantification. Error bars represent SEM. **p < 0.01 (n = 1

r (Phospho Histone H3) following UVB (250mJ/cm2) exposure of human skin at

ion. Untreated skin was used as a control. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05.

double UVB exposure (200 mJ/cm2) of human skin. Control samples were not

24 hr. Analysis was performed at 32 hr after the first dose. Scale bars, 25 mm.

ssion level upon single cAMP stimulation of MNT-1 cells, approximately every

plicates (n = 3).

r treated twice at time 0 and 24 hr after first stimulation (double).

cation of protein amount normalized to actin (Q) is indicated.

ttom) genes in melanocytes at baseline and at the indicated time points post-
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Figure 3. UVB Exposure Periodicity Directly Affects MITF Dynamics Behavior

(A) The difference in the number of MITF (pink) and Nanog (blue) peaks detected in the promoters of early and late genes relative to all genes.

(B and C) MNT-1 cells were treated with a single dose of cAMP, and MITF mRNA (B) and protein (C) were quantified hourly for 48 hr. mRNA was normalized to

actin, and b-tubulin was used as a loading control. Error bars represent SEM of the technical replicates (n = 3).

(D) MNT-1 cells were treated as in (C), and samples were fixed every 30 min for 48 hr (images are shown in Figure S3B). Graph represents quantification of MITF

fluorescence intensity in single cells (n = 20).

(E) Immunofluorescence analysis of MITF expression (arrows) in human skin at the indicated time points after UVB treatment (250 mJ/cm2) at the 24-hr or 48-hr

intervals. DAPI-stained nuclei appear in blue. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05 (n = 8 cells in each time point). Scale bars, 50 mm.

(F) MITF mRNA expression in MNT-1 cells upon every 24-hr cAMP stimulation normalized to GAPDH. Error bars represent SEM of the technical replicates (n = 2).

(G) MITF protein levels at the indicated time points in cells treated as in (F). Actin was used as a loading control, as in Figure 2G. Quantification of protein amount

normalized to actin (Q) is indicated.

(H) Cells were treated with cAMP at 24-hr or 48-hr intervals. Phospho-CREB protein levels were measured at the indicated times post-cAMP treatment.

Quantification of protein amount normalized to actin (Q) is indicated.

See also Figure S3 and Table S3.
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(Figure 3). Thus, we looked for additional regulation layers that fit

the experimental observation.

MITF is also known to regulate the transcription of microRNAs

(miRNAs) (Golan et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2010a). miRNAs are

involved in fine-tuning numerous biological systems through

post-transcriptional downregulation of their targets (Hornstein
6 Molecular Cell 72, 1–13, November 1, 2018
and Shomron, 2006). We identified eight miRNAs that have the

potential to generate a negative regulatory loop with MITF (Fig-

ure 4C; Table S4); in agreement with MITF being their predicted

target (TargetScan), they are positively correlated with MITF

(Bell et al., 2014) and have E-box in their promoter, the

conserved MITF consensus binding sequences (50-CATGTG-30;
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Figure 4. Two Layers of Negative Regulatory Loops Determine MITF Damped Oscillatory Behavior

(A) Mathematical model depicting MITF negative regulation by PDE4D and HIF1a (bold, solid lines indicate that transcription and translation are required) and

miRNAs (dashed lines indicate that only transcription is required).

(B) A simulation of MITF expression dynamics as derived from themathematical model under negative regulation of protein only (blue) or a combination of protein

and miRNA (red).

(C) Overlap between 62 miRNAs predicted to target MITF (http://www.targetscan.org), 133 miRNAs in positive correlation with MITF (Bell et al., 2014), and

miRNAs that include E-box in their promoter.

(D) Upper panel: an illustration depicting the dynamical features used for comparison between the reference (protein-derived regulation) and the reference under

an additional miRNA regulation. Lower panels indicate oscillation features: decay rate (corresponding to the ratio between the third and first peaks, left panel),

number of peaks (middle panel), and time to reach stabilization (right panel) under negative regulation of either protein (blue) or a combination of protein and

miRNA (red).

(E) Predicted binding site for miR-148a in the MITF 30UTR sequence.

(F) Two conserved MITF DNA binding sites (E-boxes) in miR-148a promoter sequence.

(G) ChIP was performed on extracts from WM3682 cells transfected with siMITF or siControl. Protein:chromatin-crosslinked complexes were precipitated with

the indicated antibodies. PCR primers spanning the region encoding the miR-148a promoter were used. The data show promoter occupancy relative to input.

Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05 (n = 3).

(H) Expression of miR-148a promoter reporter with WT or mutated E-box regions upon MITF cDNA (MITF) or empty vector (control) expression in HEK293T

cells. Firefly luciferase activity was normalized to Renilla luciferase activity. Fold changes relative to control are indicated. Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05;

**p < 0.01 (n = 3).

(I) HIF1a and miR-148a levels were quantified in MNT-1 samples collected hourly for 48 hr upon cAMP stimulation. Levels were normalized to actin and U6,

respectively. Error bars represent SEM of technical replicates (n = 3).

(J) MITF protein levels in parental WTMNT-1 cells (control) and themiR-148a-deletedMNT1 cell line. Actin was used as a loading control. Quantification of protein

amount normalized to actin (Q) is indicated.

See also Figure S4 and Table S4.
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50-CACGCG-30, E-box elements). Therefore, we introduced

miRNA negative regulation into the model (Figure 4A, dashed

lines) and investigated its impact on MITF expression dynamics.

Of note, unlike the negative regulation exerted by HIF1a and

PDE4D, which requires transcription and translation of the

effectors, the proposed negative regulation exerted by miRNA

does not require translation and, thus, is expected to be more

rapid. Similar to the original model, the revised model also

produced robust damped oscillations (Figures 4B, dashed

red line, and S4B). However, we found that the expected oscilla-

tions in the revised model exhibited significantly higher decay

rates, fewer peaks, and shorter stabilization periods, as

compared to those in the original model (Figures 4D and S4C),

observations that matched the experimental results. We further

hypothesized that such features would be beneficial, as long-

lasting expression of the survival program is detrimental. We

thus sought to validate experimentally whether this additional

negative-feedback loop is involved in regulation of the UV-pro-

tection system.

To identify the miRNAs that are directly involved in the regula-

tion of MITF dumped oscillatory dynamics, we screened for the

biological effect of each candidate miRNA (Figure 4C; Table

S4). We examine how these miRNAs affect MITF protein level

(Figure S4D) and MITF 30UTR expression (Figure S4E) and how

MITF overexpression or downregulation affects their expression

(Figures S4F–S4H). Among the tested miRNAs, miR-148a ap-

pears as the best candidate for generating a negative regulatory

loop with MITF. Notably, the human MITF genomic region in-

cludes two conserved miR-148a binding sites in the 30 UTR (Fig-

ure 4E). miR-148a was shown to downregulate MITF expression

in mice (Haflidadóttir et al., 2010; Porstner et al., 2015), and in a

separate study, MITF was noted as occupying the miR-148a

promoter (Ozsolak et al., 2008). To further establish that MITF in-

duces miR-148a transcription, we inspected the human miR-

148a promoter (�1.8 kb upstream of the transcription start

site) and identified two conserved MITF consensus binding

sequences (50-CACGCG-30, E-box elements; Figure 4F). ChIP

analysis validated that MITF occupies the miR-148a promoter

(Figure 4G) and not downstream of the miRNA (Figure S4I).

Furthermore, MITF depletion was accompanied by a decrease

in histone 3 trimethylation at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) over the miR-

148a promoter (Figure 4G). Since trimethylation is an epigenetic

marker of transcriptionally active chromatin (Li et al., 2007), this

observation lends further support to the premise that MITF acti-

vates miR-148a transcription. Lastly, to demonstrate direct

regulation of miR-148a by MITF, we analyzed expression of a

luciferase reporter gene under the control of a wild-type (WT)

or mutated miR-148a promoter. MITF-dependent luciferase

expression was substantially decreased by mutation of the sec-

ond E-box element (Figure 4H). FurthermoreMITF andmiR-148a

were found to positively correlate in a snapshot analysis (Figures

S4J and S4K), strengthening our premise that MITF regulates

miR-148a expression. We conclude that MITF directly regulates

the expression of miR-148a.

Next, we measured HIF1a and miR-148a during the first 48 hr

following stimulation of MNT-1 cells with a single dose of cAMP.

We observed a damped oscillatory expression pattern for HIF1a

and miR-148a (Figure 4I) that was MITF dependent (Figure S4L),
8 Molecular Cell 72, 1–13, November 1, 2018
supporting the hypothesis that miR-148a expression, indeed,

plays a role in the MITF regulatory circuity. Lastly, we generated

an MNT-1 cell line deleted for miR-148a using CRISPR-Cas9

(Figures S4M and S4N) and observed an upregulation of MITF

levels, as compared to the parental WT line (Figure 4J). Taken

together, these data indicate that MITF is negatively regulated

bymiR-148a, revealing, for the first time, the existence of a feed-

back loop at the post-transcriptional level that governs MITF

expression.

Regulation of Skin Protection Systems by External
Disruption of MITF Dynamics
To further understand how MITF dynamics control differential

activation of gene-expression programs, we used our mathe-

matical model, which predicted that MITF de-repression by

either miRNA or HIF1a inhibition should result in an increase in

MITF baseline levels (Figure 5A). Additionally, the model pre-

dicted differential effects on MITF dynamics stemming from

the lack of regulation by the two different inhibitory arms (Figures

5B and S5A). Specifically, HIF1a inhibition was predicted to

result in the loss of MITF oscillatory behavior, whereasmiRNA in-

hibition was predicted to yield an augmented oscillatory dy-

namics (Figures 5B and S5A, left). To validate these predictions

experimentally, we altered either miR-148a by a CRISPR line or

HIF1a expression pharmacologically (500 nM FM19G11) (Figure

S5B) and examined MITF expression longitudinally following

cAMP stimulation. As the model predicted, MITF baseline levels

increased in the presence of either inhibition (compare ‘‘0h’’ time

points in Figures 5C, S5C, and S5D). Moreover, under HIF1a in-

hibition, MITF levels gradually increased in a non-oscillatory

manner (Figures 5D, 5F, and 5G, top), whereas under miRNA in-

hibition, MITF-level oscillations were undampened (Figures 5E,

5F, and S5D). We further analyzed the effect of the inhibitors

on MITF dynamics in the context of multiple rounds of cAMP

stimulations. Notably, in these experiments, MITF dynamics

are interrupted twice, by the inhibition of its regulators and by

the additional stimulation. First, to clarify the effect of the inhibi-

tion of its regulators and dual stimulation, we quantified MITF

expression levels under either inhibition of the regulatory arms

following single or double stimulation (Figures 5D, 5E, and

S5A, right panel); MITF expression levels were scaled and aver-

aged across biological replicates (Figure S5E; conditions are

color coded to the left). Hierarchical clustering analysis of the re-

sulting MITF dynamics showed a high similarity between MITF

expression under HIF1a inhibition under a single or dual stimula-

tion, demonstrating the prominent effect of this inhibition to over-

come the dual-stimulation-induced effects. MITF dynamics

demonstrated similar disruption in human skin, in the presence

of HIF1a inhibition and upon double UVB exposure (Figure 5G,

bottom). In contrast, miR-148a inhibition and the control were

clustered together under the repetitive stimulation, establishing

the similarity of dual-stimulation effect on MITF dynamics that

was less sensitive to the inhibition (Figure S5E). To further

demonstrate the effect of repetitive stimulation on MITF dy-

namics, we added a simulation and statistical analyses of the dy-

namic features of MITF under this condition, as compared to a

single stimulation (Figure S5F). These analyses demonstrated

the expected enhanced oscillatory dynamics of MITF following
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double stimulation, as reflected by both the number of the oscil-

lations and their amplitude (Figure S5G).

We have established that inhibition of MITF regulators, at

either the protein or the miR level, significantly disrupts their dy-

namic behavior, in multiple rounds of UVB exposure. We further

examined whether these changes in dynamics can be observed

phenotypically. Melanoma cells in the presence or absence of

HIF1a or miR-148a were stimulated with cAMP every 48 hr or

every 24 hr, followed by phenotypic analysis at 48 hr after first

stimulation. Under no inhibition, pigment level was significantly

higher when cells were stimulated every 48 hr with cAMP rather

than every 24 hr (Figures 1H and 5H). However, under inhibition,

this elevated pigmentation was not observed. Notably, under

miR-148a inhibition, cells were highly pigmented, due to very

high MITF and TYR levels (Figures S5H and S5I), and we cannot

conclude that cAMP exposure does not alter pigmentation,

because pigmentation is already at themaximum levels. Further-

more, proliferation rate, as measured by Ki67-positive cells, was

higher upon double cAMP stimulation (every 24 hr) compared to

stimulation every 48 hr only in the presence of HIF1a and miR-

148a (Figures 5I and S5J). Next, we analyzed MITF levels in the

cell, at 48 hr after first stimulation. Upon single stimulation (every

48 hr), MITF levels return to the original level, while additional

stimulation at 24 hr after the first stimulation, resulted in higher

MITF levels in the cell (Figures 5J and S5K). In the absence of

HIF1a or miR-148a, the system does not return to its baseline

level, i.e., MITF levels remain high, under either single (every

48 hr) or double (every 24 hr) cAMP stimulations (Figure 5J).

Consistent with the results obtained in culture, UV exposure of

human and mouse skin, under the frequency of every 48 hr, re-

sulted in higher skin pigmentation, compared to that from expo-

sure every 24 hr (Figures 1B, 1C, and 2A). When HIF1a inhibitor

was applied on the skin, prior to UV exposure, the higher

skin pigmentation upon 48-hr frequencies was significantly

decreased (Figures 5K, 5L, S5L, S5M, and S5N). On the other
Figure 5. Regulation of Skin Protection Systems by External Disruptio

(A) Fold change of MITF baseline under inhibition of either protein (green) or miRN

mathematical model.

(B) A representative simulation of MITF dynamics under normal conditions (red)

(C) Fold change of MITF baseline under inhibition of either HIF1a (green) or miR

experimentally. *p = 0.05 and *p = 0.03 for HIF1a and miR-148a inhibition, respe

(D) MITF protein levels inWM3682 cells treatedwith vehicle or HIF1a inhibitor FM1

Actin was used as a loading control.

(E) MITF protein levels in parental WT MNT-1 cells or the CRISPR-miR-148a MN

ulation. Actin was used as a loading control.

(F) Scaled MITF protein expression level dynamics under normal conditions (red) o

to individual experiments, whereas bold lines correspond to the 75% quantile of

(G) Human skin was treated with vehicle (control) or with FM19G11 (HIF1a inhib

rescence was analyzed (red) every 8 hr and quantified in the graphs on the right. D

time point). Scale bars, 50 mm.

(H–J) WM3682 cells were treated with vehicle or HIF1a inhibitor FM19G11 and pa

cAMP every 24 hr or 48 hr, fixed, and analyzed for (H) melanin levels (upper and low

Graphs represent quantifications of the three experiments. Error bars represent

(K) Human skin was treated with vehicle or HIF1a inhibitor FM19G11 (30 mM) an

respectively). Graph represents quantification of skin pigmentation. Error bars re

(L) Fontana-Masson (melanin) and H&E staining of the human skin, treated as in

(M) Immunofluorescence staining of melanocytes (HMB45) and a proliferation mar

at the indicated intervals. Graph represents melanocyte number per field quantifi

SEM. Scale bars, 25 mm.

See also Figure S5.
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hand, upon HIF1a inhibitor application, no difference in melano-

cyte proliferation was observed under different UV exposure

scheduling (Figure 5M). Taken together, our data demonstrate

that, in normal conditions (a 48-hr interval), MITF exhibits

dumped oscillatory dynamics upon UV exposure, resulting in

an increased skin pigmentation. When MITF dynamics is per-

turbed by either additional UV exposure, 24 hr after the first

exposure, or inhibition of its regulators, cell fate is disrupted as

well. These data suggest that MITF dynamics regulates pigmen-

tation and proliferation and that MITF serves as a UV-protection

timer controlling the trade-off between the two skin protection

systems.

DISCUSSION

Using mathematical models and empirical studies, we show

here that the transcription factor MITF, known as the central

regulator of the melanocyte lineage, acts as a UV-protection

timer, driving a temporal regulatory cascade following UV expo-

sure that activates, first, cell survival and then the pigmentation

programs. This programmatic synchronization is achieved by

the damped oscillatory expression pattern of MITF and results

in the linkage of two beneficial phenotypic traits and in the

benefit of their ordered expression. Notably, while the inhibitory

effect of each identified component (HIF1a and miR-148a) on

MITF is known, their combinatorial effect through different

inhibition rates onMITF dynamics is novel, resulting in a tremen-

dous effect on the phenotype and activation of different pro-

grams. The expression dynamics of other master regulators

have been shown to determine phenotype; for example, the

transcription factors p53 (Purvis et al., 2012) and nuclear factor

kB (NF-kB) (Hoffmann et al., 2002). It might be that dynamic ac-

tivity of transcription factors is an advantage when the system

needs to adjust rapidly to consistent exposure to stressors

such as UVB.
n of MITF Dynamics

A (blue) relative to the baseline value without any inhibition, as predicted by the

or under either HIF (green) or miRNA (blue) inhibitions. WO, without.

-148a (blue) relative to the baseline value without any inhibition, as observed

ctively; paired t test.

9G11 at the indicated times following 24-hr- or 48-hr-interval cAMP stimulation.

T-1 cells at the indicated times following 24-hr- or 48-hr-interval cAMP stim-

r under either HIF (green) or miRNA (blue) inhibitions. Dashed lines correspond

MITF levels across all experiments.

itor) and was exposed to UVB at 24-hr or 48-hr intervals. MITF immunofluo-

API-stained nuclei appear in blue. Error bars represent SEM (n = 8 cells in each

rental WT MNT-1, or the CRISPR-miR-148a MNT-1 cells were stimulated with

er panels; Fontana-Masson staining), (I) proliferation (Ki67), and (J) MITF levels.

SEM. ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05 (n = 3). Scale bars, 50 mm.

d subjected to no UV or to 24-hr or 48-hr UVB intervals (50 and 250 mJ/cm2,

present SEM. *p < 0.05 (n = 2).

(K).

ker (Phospho Histone H3) following UVB (250mJ/cm2) exposure of human skin

cation. An untreated skin sample was used as a control. Error bars represent
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The molecular mechanisms of how transcription factor dy-

namics control differential activation of gene programs—and,

thus, cell fate—remain largely unknown (Yosef and Regev,

2011). One possibility is that MITF has differential affinities for

different promoters due to DNA sequences or structures. This

notion would explain why, immediately after stimulation, the

high levels of MITF induced expression of the genes involved

in cell-cycle regulation, whereas toward the end of the 48-hr

period post-stimulation, low levels of MITF failed to activate

these early genes. Pigmentation genes have high affinity for

MITF, and only small amounts of MITF are required for their

expression. Pigmentation genes are not efficiently expressed

immediately after stimulation, however. It was previously

demonstrated that H3K27 acetylation is abundant over pigmen-

tation gene bodies (Laurette et al., 2015), and we postulated that

pigmentation genes require epigenetic modification in order to

be activated.

We examined H3K27 acetylation at loci of validated MITF

target genes (Levy and Fisher, 2011) and found that H3K27 acet-

ylation patterns were distinct for pigmentation-related and cell-

cycle-related genes (Figures S5O and S5P). In the primary

human melanocytes evaluated, the pigmentation gene bodies

had significantly higher levels of H3K27 acetylation than cell-

cycle gene bodies known to correlate with transcription (Rajago-

pal et al., 2014). Pigmentation gene expression in the same cells

were expressed at significantly higher levels than cell-cycle

genes (Figure S5Q). This suggests that pigmentation genes

require epigenetic modification of their gene bodies in order to

be expressed.

The H3K27 acetylation is regulated by BRG1, a member of the

SWF/SNI chromatin remodeling complex (Laurette et al., 2015).

BRG1 specifically facilitates MITF transcriptional activation of

the pigmentation program but not the pro-survival program

(Keenen et al., 2010). We found that BRG1 levels were upregu-

lated at late time points post-cAMP stimulation, while additional

cAMP stimulation at 24 hr disrupted BRG1 upregulation (Fig-

ure S5R). The BRG1 pattern of expression mirrors the late

expression of pigmentation genes induced by MITF. This sug-

gests that BRG1 facilitates MITF-induced expression of pigmen-

tation genes by inducing their H3K27 acetylation after stimula-

tion, resulting in their late expression. A further investigation of

BRG1 activity post-melanocyte activation is needed.

Another possible explanation is that MITF levels might influ-

ence the equilibrium between homo- and heterodimers (Steing-

rı́msson et al., 2004), and different complexes may dictate

differential gene expression. Further, it might be that only at a

certain threshold of MITF concentration will a cell respond by

activating a specific gene set, as was shown previously (Yosef

and Regev, 2011).

Taken together, evidence suggests that transcription factor

dynamics influences cell fate (Hoffmann et al., 2002; Nelson

et al., 2004; Purvis et al., 2012; Yosef and Regev, 2011), although

further understanding of themolecular mechanism that regulates

gene-expression dynamics is needed. Understanding transcrip-

tion factor dynamics will enable optimal scheduling of drug treat-

ments. For example, it has been demonstrated that the effective

timing of chemotherapy treatment depends on the dynamics of

P53 (Chen et al., 2016). Future studies are required to delineate
exactly how the distinct sets of programmatic genes are differen-

tially controlled by MITF.

From an evolutionary perspective, the phenotypic trait linkage

conferred by MITF showcases a theoretical concept in develop-

mental evolution; namely, that optimizing the phenotypic

coupling of multiple programs can come at the cost of being

less optimal (i.e., reduced fitness) in one or more of the individual

coupled programs (Carroll, 2008). In this case, tightly controlled

synchronization of the stress response and pigmentation pro-

grams is at the cost of optimal induction of pigmentation when

there is daily UV exposure; the system may have developed as

optimal for a 48-hr periodicity of UV exposure. Vitamin D is

necessary for the maintenance of calcium homeostasis and

bonemetabolism and is also important for a healthy immune sys-

tem and prevention of cancer (Wacker and Holick, 2013). High

levels of vitamin D are found in the serum of volunteers 48 hr after

a single UV exposure (Clemens et al., 1982). This suggests that,

as for pigmentation, vitamin D production is reduced when UV

exposure is daily, and these adaptations to the frequency of

sun exposure may have arisen during furless skin evolution.

Skincancer incidence increasesevery year (Rogersetal., 2015).

UV exposure is a major risk factor for all common cutaneous ma-

lignancies (Rogerset al., 2015).MITFhasbeenshown toplaya key

role in melanoma development, the most deadly type of human

skin cancer (Bell and Levy, 2011). It will be interesting to learn

whether thedynamicoscillationsofMITFare retainedundermalig-

nant transformation and whether they affect disease progression.

Finally, our work offers an immediate translational opportunity

for sunless induction of skin pigmentation (Figure 5), which

directly provides protection from UV-induced DNA damage.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse anti Thymine Dimer clone KTM53 Kamiya Cat#MC-062; RRID: AB_1233355

Rabbit anti CDK2 clone M2 Santa Cruz Cat#SC-163; RRID: AB_631215

Mouse anti Tyrosinase clone T311 Santa Cruz Cat#SC-20035; RRID: AB_628420

Mouse anti MITF clone C5 Laboratory of David Fisher N/A

Rabbit anti pCREB (Ser133) Cell signaling Cat#9191; RRID: AB_331606

Mouse anti actin clone C4 Santa Cruz Cat#sc-47778; RRID: AB_2714189

Rabbit anti Ki-67 clone D3B5 Cell signaling Cat#11882S; RRID: AB_2687824

Mouse anti CDK2 clone 2D9 LSBio Cat#C337371; RRID: AB_2728767

Rabbit anti CDK2 clone E304 Abcam Cat#ab32147; RRID: AB_726775

Mouse anti HMB45 + M2-7C10 + M2-9E3 Abcam Cat#ab732; RRID: AB_305844

Mouse anti b-tubulin Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T4026; RRID: AB_477577

Rabbit anti H3K4me3 Laboratory of David Fisher N/A

Rabbit Anti-Histone H3 (phospho S10) Abcam Cat#ab5176; RRID: AB_304763

Donkey anti mouse Alexa 488-conjugated

secondary antibody

Life Technologies Cat# A-11008; RRID: AB_143165

Goat anti rabbit Alexa-594-conjugated

secondary antibody

Life Technologies Cat# A-21203; RRID: AB_141633

Biological Samples

Human skin Resected remnant skin from Wolfson Medical Center approved Helsinki (0015-16-WOMC)

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Forskolin Sigma-Aldrich F6886-10MG

FM19G11 Sigma-Aldrich F8807-5MG

VECTASHIELD Antifade Mounting Medium

with DAPI

Vector H-1200

Fluoroshield with DAPI Sigma-Aldrich F6057

Deposited Data

Original imaging data in Mendeley Data This paper https://dx.doi.org/10.17632/

jsmb8ymk94.1

Gene-expression profiling of MNT-1

melanoma line upon treatment with cAMP

This paper GEO: GSE114764

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

Human: MNT-1 Laboratory of Vincent J. Hearing; Virador et al., 2001. RRID: CVCL_5624

Human: WM3682 Laboratory of Levi A. Garraway; Golan et al., 2015 RRID: CVCL_AP78

Human: WM3526 Laboratory of Levi A. Garraway; Golan et al., 2015 N/A

Human: WM3314 Laboratory of Levi A. Garraway; Golan et al., 2015 N/A

Human: 451LU Laboratory of Levi A. Garraway; Golan et al., 2015 RRID: CVCL_6357

Human: A375 Laboratory of Levi A. Garraway; Golan et al., 2015 RRID: CVCL_0132

Human: WM1716 Laboratory of Levi A. Garraway; Golan et al., 2015 RRID: CVCL_AP82

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Mouse: C57BL/6 Harlan Laboratories Cat#1BL/626

Oligonucleotides

siMITF Ambion Cat#AM16204

Mimic miR-148a Ambion ID: MC10263 Cat#4464066

Mimic miR-101 Ambion ID: MC11414

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Mimic miR-216a Ambion ID: MC24316

Mimic miR-506 Ambion ID: MC10709

Mimic miR-25 Ambion ID: MC12401

Mimic miR-124 Ambion ID: MC11154

Mimic miR-340 Ambion ID: MC12670

SiControl Ambion ID: AM4635

Sequences of all oligonucleotides are

detailed in Table S5.

This paper N/A

Recombinant DNA

PGL4.11-148a promoter-Luciferase-clone 1 This paper N/A

30 UTR MITF Luciferase reporter GeneCopoeia N/A

pcDNA MITF expression plasmid Laboratory of David Fisher N/A

Software and Algorithms

MATLAB R2017B MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com/

R3.4.3 CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Carmit

Levy (carmitlevy@post.tau.ac.il).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experiments involving human samples have been approved by the E. WolfsonMedical Center, Israel (Helsinki Ethical approval no.

0015-16-WOMC).

All animal experiments were conducted with approval from the University of Tel Aviv Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee

(01-16-38).

Mice
All experiments were carried out in accordance with guidelines of the Tel Aviv University Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-

tee. A total of 16 Female mice were used, 5 control and 11 UVB-treated. C57BL/6 mice at the age of 8 weeks were purchased from

Harlan Labs. Mice were exposed to different intervals of UV exposure for a period of 21-60 days.

Human Skin
Human skin was resected remnant skin was grown on a keratinocyte-based serum-free semi-solid medium (0.33% agarose) ab-

sorbed in 10% FBS DMEM for 10 days. Every 48h the skin was transferred to fresh semi-solid medium. Human skin was incubated

in 37�C, humidified incubators supplemented with 5% CO2 not including the time of the UV exposure treatment.

Cell Culture
Themelanoma cell line MNT-1 (RRID: CVCL_5624) was provided by V. Hearing (National Institutes of Health, Washington, DC, USA).

WM3314, WM3682 (RRID: CVCL_AP78), A375 (RRID: CVCL_0132), WM1716 (RRID: CVCL_AP82), and 451LU (RRID: CVCL_6357)

melanoma cells were kindly given by Dr. Levi A. Garraway (Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA, USA). Cells were cultured in

DMEMmedium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1%penicillin/streptomycin/L-glutamine. Min-

imal media wasmade with DMEMmedium supplemented with 0%–1% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin/L-glutamine. The sex of

the cells was not determined for this study.

METHOD DETAILS

Genome Editing
CRISPR guides flanking miR-148a were designed using crispr.mit.edu software from the Zhang lab (Cong et al., 2013). Selected

guides, targeting regions upstream (gttctaatctgaggacgggt) and downstream (ccaattcccttgaagcgggt) of miR-148a were cloned sepa-

rately into pL-CRISPR.SFFV.GFP (a kind gift from Benjamin Ebert; Addgene plasmid # 57827). Both vectors were co-transfected for
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48h intoMNT-1melanoma cells using Fugen HD (Promega) according tomanufacturer’s specifications, before single cell sorting into

96 well dishes. Once the cultures were established, the clones were screened by sequencing of the miR-148a locus. Generation of

CRISPR line was more successful in MNT-1 line compare to other melanoma lines.

UV Exposure
Human and mouse skin was exposed to UVB in an XX-15 stand equipped with 15-W, 302-nm UVB bulbs (Ultra-Violet Products, UK)

at doses of 200 or 50 mJ cm�2 UVB, respectively. Animals were exposed to ultraviolet irradiation in a manually made chamber that

was designed to allow freedom of movement during irradiation. UV emission was measured with the use of a ‘‘UVX radiometer’’

(Ultra-Violet Products) equipped with a UVB-measuring head. The delivered doses were calibrated for UVB emittance.

Reagents
In order to mimic a key step in melanocyte pigmentation process we stimulated the cells with Forskolin, which directly activates

adenyl cyclase, thus induces an increase of cellular cAMP level (Levy et al., 2010b). Forskolin (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in DMSO

and added to the cells at a final concentration of 20 mM. After incubation of 30 min, cells were washed with PBS and serum-depleted

media was added. HIF1a inhibitor, FM19G11 (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in DMSO and was added to the cells at a final concen-

tration of 500 nM 2 h prior to Forskolin stimulation and for the whole period of the respective experiment.

Plasmids and Cloning
An 1800-nt fragment of the human miR-148a promoter upstream of the transcription start site was amplified from human genomic

DNA. The fragment was digested with NheI-BglII and inserted into pGL4.11 basic vector (Promega) upstream of the luciferase re-

porter gene. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed on two MITF binding sites at positions 1417 and 841 nucleotides upstream

of the transcription start site (primers sequences are given in Table S5). pcDNA3-MITF-HA expression vector was a gift from

Dr. David. E. Fisher (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, USA). pEZX-MT01 30 UTR MITF luciferase plasmid (GeneCopoeia) was

a generous gift from Dr. Dror Avni (Sheba Medical Center, Ramat Gan, Israel).

Transfection and Luciferase Reporter Assay
For luciferase assays, constructs of miR-148a promoter (wild-type and two mutated E-box), MITF promoter and MITF 30 UTR were

transfected using jetPEI Reagent according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cell lysates were prepared 48-72h after the transfection,

followed by activity measurement of firefly luciferase, using the Dual Luciferase kit (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s rec-

ommendations. The promoter activity and MITF 30 UTR inhibition were normalized to the constitutively expressed Renilla.

Oligonucleotide Transfection
MiR-148a mimic, control miRNA mimic, MITF siRNA, and control siRNA were transfected into the cells using HiPerFect (QIAGEN)

according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Cells were transfected twice with 100 pmol of oligonucleotide per well at 24h intervals.

Transfected cells were assayed 24h after the second transfection. In the co-transfection of miR-148a mimic and 30UTR MITF con-

structs, cells were first transfected with the miR-148a mimic or control miRNAmimic and then 24h later with 1 mg pEZX-MT01 30 UTR
MITF. Transfected cells were assayed 24h after the second transfection.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
ChIP was performed as described previously (Levy et al., 2010b). The immunoprecipitations were performed with MITF rabbit poly-

clonal antibody (kindly provided by Dr. David. E. Fisher, Harvard Medical School), H3K4 rabbit polyclonal antibody (Cell Signaling,

9725), and normal rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-2027) as control antibody. qRT-PCRwas carried out using primers listed

in Table S5.

RNA Purification and qRT-PCR
Total RNA was purified using Trizol (Ambion) according to manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was quantified by measuring OD260/

280. For qRT-PCR analysis of mature miR-148a, 10 ng of total RNA was used in a TaqMan miRNA assay according to the manufac-

turer’s protocols (Applied Biosystems). Expression levels were normalized to RNU6B (U6) expression. For mRNA analyses, RNAwas

subjected to qScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Quanta) and FastStart Universal SYBR� Green FastMix� (Quanta). Relative expression

was normalized to actin. Means plus and minus standard errors (SEM) are presented. All primer sequences are shown in Table S5.

Microarray Analysis
Single-stranded cDNAwas generated from the amplified cRNAwith theWT cDNASynthesis Kit (Affymetrix) and then fragmented and

labeled with the WT Terminal Labeling Kit (Affymetrix). Samples were hybridized with Clarioum S Human Arrays (Affymetrix) and

scanned at the HUJI Microarray Core Facility. Array scanning was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Affyme-

trix). Raw data were processed in R for background correction and RMA normalization. Normalized expression data were log-trans-

formed. To understand gene-expression dynamics following MITF stimulation, we applied diffusion-map algorithm on z-scaled

expression data (destiny package), which revealed two major groups of samples of early and late time points that were separated
e3 Molecular Cell 72, 1–13.e1–e7, November 1, 2018
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by the first diffusion component (Figure S2B). To discover the peaks of expression for each gene over 48h, we first calculated the

expression range for each gene as the difference between the maximal and the minimal expression levels across all time points

post-stimulation. Then, we identified the peaks in expression as the local maxima of expression with magnitude (calculated as

the difference from the previous local minima) more than 10% of the expression range. We report per peak the expression levels,

the peakmagnitude scaled to the expression range, and the earliest and latest time points of increase in expression levels (Table S2).

H3K27ac Acetylation Profiles of Human Primary Melanocyte
The bed file of H3K27ac ChIP-seq analysis of foreskin melanocyte from skin01 (A18462) (GEO: GSM1127072) (Laurette et al., 2015)

was converted to a bam file, using bedToBam in BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010), and data were sorted and indexed using Sam-

tools (http://www.htslib.org). A plot of average profiles of H3K27ac in genomic regions of the whole genome, pigmentation genes,

and cell-cycle genes was generated using the program ngs.plot (Shen et al., 2014). Validated MITF target genes (Levy and Fisher,

2011) that were tested were cell cycle genes (BCL2, MET, TBX2, CDKN1A, and CYB5R3) and pigmentation genes (TYR, TYRP,

MLANA, TYRO, DCT, TRPM1, and PMEL).

RNA-Seq of Human Primary Melanocytes
Left reads numbering 59,288,029 from the bed file of RNA-seq analysis of foreskin melanocyte from skin01 (A04596) (GEO accession

GSM751276) were converted to a bam file, followed by sorting and indexing. Reads of each genewere counted using HTSeq (Anders

et al., 2015), considering the reads as unstranded. Reads per kilobase per million mapped reads (RPKM) were calculated for each

gene by the formula: RPKM = numReads / (geneLength/1000 * totalNumReads/1,000,000). Gene lengths were calculated by an in-

house script that sums the exons of the transcripts of each gene using the Ilumina iGenomes (https://support.illumina.com/

sequencing/sequencing_software/igenome.html) hg19 genes.gtf annotation file. Gene size was taken as the length of the longest

transcript of each gene. Genes with RPKM < 0.2 were excluded, leaving 14,102 expressed genes.

In order to check if the mean RPKM of the seven pigmentation genes is statistically significant, 1,000,000 random sets of seven

genes were sampled from the 14,102 genes and the mean of each set was calculated. The p value for the mean of the pigmentation

gene set was calculated as a fraction of the random sets means with at least the same value as that of the pigmentation set (p value =

0.0005 p value = 0.000001, when excluding or including PMEL in the mean of the pigmentation set, receptively).

MITF mRNA Expression Regulators
Genes that regulate MITF mRNA expression were retrieved from using Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (http://www.ingenuity.com/

index.html) by growing a network around MITF using experimental and high confidence networking data, as well as only edges

with expression relationship type.

Western Blot
The cells were lysed as previously described (Levy et al., 2010b). Membrane were exposed overnight to antibodies targeting MITF

(C5; kindly provided by Dr. David. E. Fisher, Harvard Medical School) pCREB (Cell Signaling Cat#9198, RRID: AB_331606), tyrosi-

nase (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-20035, RRID: AB_628420), CDK2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-163, RRID:

AB_631215). b-tubulin mouse monoclonal, (Sigma-Aldrich Cat#T4026, RRID:AB_477577), and actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology

Cat#sc-47778, RRID: AB_2714189). Proteins were visualized with SuperSignal Chemiluminescent Substrates (Pierce) using horse-

radish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse (Vector, PI2000) or anti-rabbit (Vector, PI1000) secondary antibody.

miRNA/mRNA Correlation Analysis
Paired miRNA/mRNA expression data were generated as described previously (Bell et al., 2014). The correlation between MITF

expression and each miRNA was calculated using Pearson’s coefficient.

Immunofluorescence Histology
Skin samples were biopsied at indicated time points after UV exposure and were immediately placed in 4% paraformaldehyde for

overnight at 4�C, washed with PBS and were then paraffin embedded. Sections were cut at 8-10 mm, dried at 37�C, deparaffinized
in xylene, hydrated in a graded series of ethanol, and subjected tomicrowave EDTA antigen retrieval. Samples were blockedwith 5%

BSA, 0.5% Tween-20 in PBS. Slides were incubated with antibodies to detect thymine-dimer (Kamiya Biomedical Cat#MC-062,

RRID: AB_1233355), MITF (C5, kindly provided by Dr. David. E. Fisher), tyrosinase (Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-20035,

RRID: AB_628420), Cdk2 (LSBio Cat#C337371, temporary RRID: AB_2728767; Abcam Cat#ab32147; RRID:AB_726775), phos-

pho-histone H3 (Abcam Cat#ab5176, RRID:AB_304763), HMB45 (Abcam Cat#ab732, RRID:305844) and Ki-67 (Cell Signaling

Cat#11882S, RRID: AB_2687824) antibodies. Staining was performed by incubating with Alexa 488- (Life Technologies Cat#

A-11008, RRID:AB_143165) or Alexa-594- (Life Technologies Cat# A-21203, RRID:AB_141633) conjugated secondary antibodies.

Nuclear staining was performed with DAPI. Images were obtained at 3 20 or 3 40 magnification using fluorescence microscopy

(Nikon) or at3 63 magnification using Leica SP8 confocal microscopy. Quantification analysis was done by ImageJ. At least 10 cells
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for each condition or time point were quantified. For quantification of protein expression level, florescence intensity of the indicated

protein and DAPI in the same cell were quantified; at least 25 cells were analyzed per condition. Data represent the ratio of protein

intensity normalized to DAPI.

Mathematical Model
General

We generated a mathematical model depicting the dynamical behavior of the MITF. For simplicity, we considered all the proteins-

induced negative regulation of MITF as one arm consisting of transcription and translation stages. miRNA doesn’t undergo a trans-

lation stage, therefore represents a more immediate negative regulation. Since the timing of miRNA negative regulation differs from

the protein negative regulation, miRNA negative regulation was considered as a distinct regulatory loop that doesn’t include a trans-

lation process.

Equations

The model’s equations are:

_x = bx � axx � akyy
x

x + ky
� akzz

x

x + kz
_
y0 = byx � a0y0
_
y =a0y0 � ayy
_z= bzx � azz

The dynamic variables of the system are: x, y0, y and z, denoting the levels of MITF, proteins’ mRNA, proteins and miRNA, respec-

tively. The dynamic parameters of the system may be divided into three classes: production rates, degradation rate, and inhibition

constants. bx, by, a0 and bz denote the production rates of x, y0, y, and z, respectively. Here we assume that the production rates of

mRNA andmiRNA are similar, therefore in our model: bz = by:Natural degradation rates of the dynamic variables are ax, a0, ay, and az

for x, y0, y, and z, respectively. Note that we assume that mRNA does not undergo degradation but only translation, therefore mRNA

degradation rate is equal to protein production rate. We further assumed that degradation rate of miRNA is similar to the degradation

rate of mRNA, therefore: az = ay. We modeled the negative regulation of y and z on x by a saturating Michaelis-Menten function.

Accordingly, the inhibition constants of the system represent the affinity of the inhibitor for its substrate and the degradation rate

of the inhibitor-substrate complex. aky and akz denote y-, and z- dependent x degradation, respectively. Accordingly, ky and kz denote

y-x and z-x dissociation rates, respectively. For simplicity, we assumed that the dissociation rate of z from x is similar to the disso-

ciation rate of y from x, therefore: kz = ky.

Simulations

To derive the dynamic behavior of the system, we simulated it under a broad range of dynamic parameters. We hypothesized that the

relationships between the parameters rather than their absolute values, determine the dynamic behavior of the system. As the system

uses 8 dynamic parameters, there are 8! possible ways to order them. For each possible ordering of the parameters set, we randomly

sampled 50 parameters set from (0,1) interval and ordered them according to the desired order, resulting with 2,016,000 parameter

sets. For each parameter set, we simulated themodel during a [0,100] time interval following a single stimulation. All simulations were

performed in MATLAB using the ode45 function.

Initial Conditions

Steady-state levels of all dynamic variables in the system are exclusively dictated by the parameter sets. Therefore, we reasoned that

one cannot use the same initial condition for all parameters sets. To achieve similar initial conditions for all simulations, we used initial

conditions that depended on the steady-state levels of the system. We calculated steady-state levels of all dynamic variable by solv-

ing the equation: ð _x; _y0; _y; _zÞ = 0, yielding the following equations:

y0;ss =
byxss

a0

yss =
byxss

ay

zss =
byxss

a0
�

x2ss � ax �

akyby

ay

� akzby

a0

�
+ xssðbx � axkÞ+ bxk = 0

MITF initial level was set to twice its steady-state value, while the initial levels of miRNA, mRNA and protein were set to their steady-

state levels. Formally, the initial conditions for each parameters was set to: ð2,xss; y0;ss; yss; zssÞ.
Simulation Analysis

To detect MITF peaks, we used MATLAB function: ‘‘findpeaks’’. To avoid spurious peaks, we considered all the peaks whose prom-

inence was more than 1% of MITF steady-state level. MITF fluctuative behavior was defined as at least 3 peaks during the [0,100]

time interval. We defined ‘‘stabilization time’’ as the earliest time after which MITF was ‘‘trapped’’ inside the 1% interval around its
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steady-state level. We calculated it as the last time that MITF levels exceeded the 1% interval from the steady-state. We defined

‘‘decay rate’’ as the fold-change between the third and the first peaks. The peak values were normalized to MITF steady-state level.

Analysis of the System without miRNA or Protein Regulation

To determine the dynamic behavior of the system without miRNA or protein regulation, we used the same dynamic and steady-state

equations with either akz = 0 or aky = 0, respectively.

Inhibition Analysis

To analyze the effects of inhibition of either regulatory arm, we focused on two features of the system: baseline MITF and MITF dy-

namic behavior, namely: oscillations. We analyzed only the parameter sets that exhibited more than two peaks under natural con-

ditions (2 inhibitory regulatory loops), and satisfy that the ratio between the degradation rates: ðakz=akyÞ> 0:2, corresponding to

the cases where the inhibition effect of miRNA on MITF is not negligible relative to protein inhibition effect. We derived the baseline

levels of MITF analytically from the model’s equations under inhibition of either regulatory arm alone. To analyze the effects of inhi-

bitions of either regulatory arm on MITF fluctuations, we calculated MITF levels at peaks timing (calculated under normal conditions)

relative to their levels at the same time under regulatory inhibition. For this analysis, MITF levels were normalized to its steady-state

levels.

Dual Stimulation

We showed experimentally that in the second stimulation CREB phosphorylation is substantially enhanced compared with the first

stimulation. Hence, we checked how increased MITF production rate affects MITF dynamic behavior while all the other dynamic pa-

rameters were kept stable. The initial condition of the system was similar to the case without increased production. To determine the

robustness of the increased production effects, we simulated the systemusing a broad range of increasedMITF production rates.We

examined three features related to MITF dynamic behavior, number of peaks, height of the first peak, and peaks frequency, and

compared them to the same features under baseline MITF production rate.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical Analysis
Standard parametric t tests were applied and standard errors were calculated for each dataset with n > 2. p values < 0.05 were

considered significant.

Quantification of Melanin Intensity
Cells were seeded according to the experiment, fixed in 4% PFA and stained for melanin with fontana masson as per the manufac-

turer’s protocol (Abcam, ab150669). The imageswere captured in the bright fieldmicroscope (Nikon, Japan). The color balance of the

images were adjusted in Photoshop using color balance, black, and white functions to avoid interference of cells in quantification

(only melanin was highlighted). The images were then quantified for the intensity of the melanin stained areas using ImageJ software.

The data represent the average of three randomly selected fields. The mean values SEM are displayed with p values calculated by

paired t test.

DAPI Staining Quantification
The cells fixed and processed for the immunofluorescencewere used stained with DAPI and counted under X20magnification. Using

ImageJ, the DAPI stained images were converted to greyscale (8 bit) and correct threshold was set. The particles that merged were

separated by cutting them apart and adding a 1-pixel-thick line using the ‘watershed’ function. The ‘analyze particles’ function was

used to determine the cell count ranging from pixels 100-infinity. The data represent the average of nine randomly selected fields.

Epidermis Thickness Quantification in Human and Mouse Section
Human and mouse sections were stained for Hematoxylin/Eosin staining. Images were taken using Nikon fluorescence microscopy

(mouse) or Aperio slide scanner (human) (X20) and quantitatively analyzed using ImageJ. An average number of 10 segments were

measured from each field, with five fields analyzed for each group.

DNA Damage Quantification
At the end of the UV treatment period, one ear was covered with a UV shield sticker, and the other ear was exposed. Mice were

exposed to a single UVB dose (50 mJ cm�2), followed by immediate skin harvesting. DNA damage was measured in both ears,

the covered one (which will give the accumulated DNA damage level upon all the UVB treated period) and the uncovered one (which

will provide knowledge of how much the skin is protected against UV exposure). Mouse ears were immunostained for DNA damage

quantified by measurement of thymine dimers (Kamiya Biomedical, MC-062) antibody. Thymine dimers are the common UVB-

induced DNA lesion (Regan et al., 1968). Ten representative cells from each section were marked (Figure S1B), and the red flores-

cence intensity was measured using ImageJ software. Graphs show average values.
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Skin Pigmentation and Erythema Quantification
Skin reflective colorimetric measurements were performed with a DSM II colorMeter (Cortex Technology). The instrument was cali-

brated using thewhite standard background provided by themanufacturer prior themeasurements. Each skin sample wasmeasured

5 times and values were averaged. Pigment level of mouse ears was measured at the end of the exposure period (21-60 days) and

normalized to control UV-free mouse (n = 4 mice in each group). Pigment level of human skin was measured at the end of the expo-

sure period (10 days). In each measurement by the instrument the pigmentation level is received as well as the erythema level.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession number for the gene-expression profiling data ofMNT-1melanoma cell line upon treatment with cAMP reported in this

paper is GEO: GSE114764

The accession number for the original imaging data reported in this paper is deposite in Mendeley Data: https://dx.doi.org/10.

17632/jsmb8ymk94.1.
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Figure S1. The frequency of UVB exposure dictates a tradeoff between skin protection programs, related to Figure 1

(A) Change in melanin level in mice treated every 24 hours (23 days) or every 48 hours (37 days) with equivalent dose of UVB (total 850 mJ cm-2).

Error bars represent SEM; ****p < 0.0001 (n = 6). (B) Representative image of DNA damage (T^T) quantification method. Skin smaples upon UVB

exposure immunostaied with thymine dimers (T^T), red fluorescence regions were marked and analyzed for fluorescence intensity. Scale bar, 50

µm. (C) Left: Mice described in A, were exposed to single UVB dose, follow by immediate DNA damage analysis by Thymine dimer (T^T) staining of

ear sections (+UV). Right: Basal DNA damage level of indicated mice (-UV). (D) Epidermis quantification method. Epidermis thickness measurement

of H&E stained mouse ear (Figure 1F) or human skin (Figure 2B) (n=150 segments) Scale bar, 50 µm. (E) H&E staining of ear sections from mice

exposed to equal total amount of Joule exposure. Scale bar, 20 µm. (F) Erytherma level in C57BL/6 mice skin upon 60 days of UVB radiation (50 mJ

cm-2) at indicated periodicity. Error bars indicate SEM (n = 4). (G) Representative image of the melanin analysis procedure.
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Figure S2. Skin protection programs have a sequential dynamic of expression, related to Figure 2

(A) Fontana-Masson staining of human skin exposed to 250 mJ cm-2 every 24 or 48 hours (10X magnification) Scale bar, 100 µm. (B)

Immunofluorescence analysis of phospho-histone H3 (green) upon 24h or 48h interval of UVB exposure (250 mJ cm-2) of human skin. Control

samples were not irradiated. Analysis was performed at 32 hours after the first dose. Scale bar, 25 µm. (C) Diffusion maps: define early and late time-

points as achieve by the micro array results. (D) Median scale expression of Proliferation (green) and Pigmentations (red) genes as appear in the

micro array; Early (thick line), late (thin line).
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Figure S3. UVB exposure periodicity directly affect MITF dynamic behavior, Related to Figure 3

(A) MITF hourly protein level during 9AM-5PM, with no UVB exposure. β-tubulin was used as loading control. (B) Immunofluorescence analysis of

MITF expression in human skin at the indicated time points post single cAMP treatment. DAPI stained nuclei appear in blue. Scale bar, 50 µm. (C)

Immunofluorescence analysis of MITF expression (arrows) in human cells at the indicated time points after a single UVB exposure (250 mJ cm-2).

DAPI stained nuclei appear in blue. Scale bar, 50 µm. Tow donors are represented. (D) Phospho-CREB immunofluorescence in MNT-1 cells

stimulated for 1 hour with forskolin (cAMP) or vehicle control. Scale bar, 20 µm. (E) Phospho-CREB protein level in MNT-1 cells stimulated once with

Forskolin (Left) and 24 hours later the cells were again stimulated (Upper right) or treated with DMSO as a control (Lower right). Cells were lysed and

analyzed at the indicated times. Actin was used as loading control.
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Figure S4. Two layers of negative regulatory loops determine MITF damped oscillatory behavior
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Figure S4. Two layers of negative regulatory loops determine MITF damped oscillatory behavior, Related to Figure 4

The dynamic behavior of the system under regulation of protein without (A) or with (B) further regulation by miRNA was classified as fluctuating (red;

more than 2 peaks) or non-fluctuating (blue; 2 or less peaks). The parameters sets that yield both fluctuating and non-fluctuating dynamics were

subjected to principal component analysis. (C) Frequency of parameters set that yield damped oscillatory behavior out of all parameters sets that

yield oscillatory behavior with or without miRNA regulation. Damping magnitude for each parameter set was calculated as in Figure 4D (amplitude of

the third peak relative to the amplitude of the first peak). The threshold used to distinguish damped from un-damped oscillatory behavior varied from

0.1 to 0.7. (D) MITF protein level in WM3682, MNT-1 or 451LU cells treated with miRNAs mimics or vehicle control. Actin or β-tubulin were used as a

loading control. (E) Upper panel: Illustration of the reporter plasmid. Lower panel: HEK293T cells were co transfected with MITF 3’ UTR - luciferase –

reporter and the miRNAs mimics. Firefly luciferase activity was measured and normalized to Renilla luciferase activity. Error bars represent SEM, *p <

0.05 (n = 3). (F) WM3682 cells were transfected with MITF cDNA or siMITF and the miRNAs levels were measured using qPCR. pcDNA or control

siRNA were used as a control respectively. Error bars represent SEM, *p < 0.05 (n = 3). (G) MITF expression in WM3682 melanoma cells treated with

siMITF or vehicle control. Data was normalized to actin. Error bars represent SEM, *p < 0.05 (n = 2). (H) MITF expression in WM3314 melanoma

cells treated with MITF cDNA or pcDNA empty vector. Data was normalized to actin. Error bars represent SEM, *p < 0.05 (n = 2). (I) ChIP was

performed on extracts from WM3682 cells transfected with siMITF or siControl. Protein:chromatin-crosslinked complexes were precipitated with the

indicated antibodies. PCR primers spanning the region encoding miR-148a promoter and downstream promoter regions were used. The data shows

promoter occupancy relative to input. Error bars represent SEM, *p < 0.05 (n = 3). (J) Pearson’s correlation for the expression levels of each miRNA

relative to MITF in 11 melanoma cell lines. miR-211 (known to be induced by MITF (Levy et al., 2010a), miR-148 and miR-222/221 (known to be

repress by MITF (Golan et al., 2015)) are highlighted (correlations of p < 0.05). (K) MITF mRNA and mature miR-148a levels in six melanoma cell

lines. Results normalized to actin and U6 respectively. Error bars represent SEM (n = 3). Lower panel represent MITF protein, β-tubulin was used as

loading control. (L) miR-148a level expression in cAMP stimulated melanoma cells treated with siMITF or vehicle control. (M) Genomic DNA PCR

products fractioned in agarose gel. A ~150bp fragment generated from the excision of miR-148a presented in lane “1.1-10”. (N) Real time PCR

analysis (Taqman) of miR-148a expression in wild type and CRISPR-miR-148a cell lines. Error bars represent SEM; *p < 0.05 (n = 2).
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Figure S5. External regulation of skin protection systems by the disruption of MITF dynamics, related to Figure 5

(A) Left: model's simulations of MITF dynamics under inhibition of either HIF, for which we compared the number of MITF peaks or middle:

miRNA for which we compared the ratio between the heights of the first two peaks. Right: MITF protein levels dynamics upon treatment

with vehicle (red) or with HIF-1α inhibitor (green), parental (red) and miR-148a deleted MNT-1 cell line (blue), following double cAMP

stimulation (arrows). Each line correspond to individual experiments and values are relative to the mean (n = 3). (B) HIF-1α expression

level in WM3682 cells treated with FM19G11 (500nM) or vehicle control. Error bars represent SEM; *p < 0.05 (n = 3). (C) MITF protein

levels in WM3682 cells treated with vehicle or HIF-1α inhibitor FM19G11 and in (D) parental WT MNT-1 cells or the CRISPR-miR-148a

MNT-1 cells before and at 16 and 24 hours after single cAMP stimulation. Actin was used as loading control. (E) MITF Heatmap

Expression: MITF overall expression dynamics (calculated as the 0.75 quantile of its scaled expression across three replicates) following

cAMP single or dual stimulation (coded as grey and black), without (red) or under inhibition of HIF (green) and miRNA148a (blue).

Hierarchical clustering of the conditions by MITF expression dynamics is shown to the left. (F) A simulation of MITF expression dynamics

following either a single (red line) or double (yellow line) stimulation, with a common interval (blue), as obtained from the mathematical

model. (G) Number of peaks (left) and first peak height (right) of MITF dynamics as obtained from the mathematical model under dual

versus single stimulation with 5-fold increased MITF production stemming from the repetitive stimulation. (H) WM3682 cells treated with

vehicle (control) or with FM19G11 (HIF-1α inhibitor) and parental (WT) and miR-148a deleted MNT-1 cell line were analyzed for melanin

level by Fontana-Masson staining. Error bars represent SEM, ***p < 0.001 (n = 5). Scale bar, 20 µm. (I) Western blot analysis was

performed to determine MITF and Tyrosinase protein levels in parental, CRISPR miR-148a cell line and cells treated with HIF inhibitor.

Actin used as a loading control. (J) WM3682 cells treated with vehicle (control) or with FM19G11 (HIF-1α inhibitor) and parental (WT) and

miR-148a deleted MNT-1 cell line were analyzed for proliferation by Ki-67 staining and (K) for MITF level. Error bars represent SEM, *p <

0.05, (n = 5). (L) Human (n=2) and mouse skin (n=3) melanin level following treatment with FM19G11 (HIF-1α inhibitor) or vehicle

(control). Error bars represent SEM, *p < 0.05 (M) Melanin quantification of C57BL/6 mice ear skin treated with vehicle (control) or

FM19G11 (HIF-1α inhibitor), upon exposure to UVB every 24, 48 hours or no exposure (No UV). Error bars represent SEM, *p < 0.05 (N)

Fontana Masson (for melanin) and H&E staining of ear sections of the mice described in (M). (O) Average profiles of H3K27ac ChIP-Seq

of pigmentation and cell-cycle genes in human melanocyte (GEO accession GSM1127072) at 2000 nucleotide upstream of transcription

start site (TSS) and 2000 nucleotide downstream of transcription elimination site (TES). (P) Representative image of H3K27ac ChIP-Seq

peaks of Tyroinase and Bcl2 genes generated by UCSC. (Q) Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads (RPKM) of pigmentation and

cell-cycle genes in the same cell as in (O). As control, averaged RPKM of the whole genome is presented. (R) mRNA expression of BRG1

and its subunits (CHD7 and BAF170) post single cAMP activation or double cAMP activation (arrows). Relative levels were normalized to

GAPDH. Error bars represent ± SEM (n = 4).
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